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Introduction
December 21rst 2012 is gone and not much really does look radically different or
does it? Yes we keep on hearing about economic distress, global warming,
hunger, environmental disasters, crash course, potential wars, but then what...?
The prophecies spoke of the end of the world on that day and that old chap still
seem to be pretty much strolling about as if nothing had happen... Was that world
not told that it was to end? Were the prophecies wrong or misleading? Have we
missed something or imagined more than actually took place? Did the ancestors
make a miscalculation or did we misunderstand those prophecies? Maybe
something changed or shifted and took the whole affair on a different course that
we are not aware of? Or could it be that a change happened that we are not yet
able to really, fully recognize...
Whatever we might be tempted to answer to these questions, it maybe critical
that we first examine the Consciousness platform from which we want to consider
the whole affair...
By Consciousness I mean the very “operating system” that has allowed us Human
beings to function for maybe the last several thousands years or so.

That operating system is the very program that is allowing us to think, act, feel
and relate to just about everything in and around us. Every movement, conscious
or unconscious, within our Being is governed by a program that I will refer to as
“The Human Consciousness”. That program can hold some difference from one
individual to another depending on its cultural background, religious beliefs, social
upbringing, level of wealth, education, life experiences, etc., but overall we
humans share a common consciousness programming that allows us to function
on this planet in a tridimensional experience of ourselves and relate to the reality
around us in a certain predetermined way, offering us this perceptual experience
we call Life on earth.
It seems to me of paramount importance that we take a moment to contemplate
and examine the functioning of this often taken-for-granted operating system, the
human consciousness programming, before we decide what, if and how much is
actually changing on this planet or not.
Actually, did the ancient prophesies not speak of a shift in Consciousness?

What does that mean?
A Unified Consciousness:
How does it feel?
How do we recognize it?
As an essentially mental, thinking Being, I often find myself confronted with a
question around the new Unified field Consciousness or Unity Consciousness.
Scientists talk about it in Quantum physics theories, Spiritual leaders and ancient
scriptures refer to it in abstract metaphysical terms like Oneness, We are All One;
prophecies mention the end of a world and sometimes the beginning of a new one
with a shift in consciousness, and “ascension” proponents refer to it as the 5th
dimension. But how really can I relate to this new way of Being in everyday Life?
The world around me seem to be going along pretty much the way it was and
even if I feel I'm different and I have broaden my horizons and expanded my
perceptions, what goes on around in "the world" seems as nonsensical and
maddening as ever. Or at least even if I feel changes may be underway, my mind
is skeptical about the actual, effective change that might be occurring "out there",
or even sometimes downward cynical about this bogus, woo-woo, spiritual freaks
idea of a new consciousness happening on earth.

A catch 22 challenge...
We know ourselves mostly as thinking, mentalizing, conceptualizing and analytical
beings. The rich and politically powerful humanity at the turn of this millennium is
still mostly a mind empowered, hierarchical, logically driven society.
This seems to be however rapidly changing in some places and situations to a
more feeling, empathic, compassionate and Loving approach. This with
tremendous results and power especially in the face or the blatant failures of the
prevalent system in terms of eco-system destruction, poverty, violence, the
psychotic state of modern societies and the rest of the mess. The nurturing
feminine qualities and their intuitive abilities are on the rise in all kind of places
and situations with surprisingly successful and powerful outcomes.
It therefore seems somehow counter intuitive to develop a conceptual, mental
approach to a new consciousness that is suppose to anyway be transcending our
little thinking brain into a completely different paradigm of supra-mental
perception and a holistic, integrative mode of functioning.
I will however propose that to get our rational mind along side its own dismissal
process might be of tremendous help. Our minds have a powerful capacity to be
the keepers of long held believes and the habits that have been created upon
these believes. To therefore get this powerful instrument to be the witness of its
own transmutation, consciously understand it and allow it rather than resist it
might be of some benefit. At least to some strongly thinking beings. AKA most
humans.
It seems to me that this process would be of paramount importance as we create
so much of our reality with our Minds by living in an ocean of believe systems,
conscious and unconscious; actually, mostly unconscious or little conscious of the
reality they define and the way our world shows up around us. So much of our
experience is determined by what we allow or dismiss as possible.
It is that conceptual perception of a shift in our consciousness Operating System
that I wish to share in the coming paragraphs. A recognition of the precepts that
form the basis of a new way to relate to an expanded dimensionality of myself. So
new, subtle and innocuous that it could easily pass unnoticed, mostly missed. The

recognition of these different precepts have enabled me to embrace and
comprehend better that for a good part I actually already live in a 5th
dimensional Unified Consciousness. The challenge for that mind of ours is to be
able to relate to a conceptual understanding of Unity Consciousness in everyday
living so it can allow the mystery of a conscious benevolent Universe to take place
rather than dismiss unheard of potentials and non-linear possibilities as
impossible because not provable therefore NOT happening...
It is also a powerful help to recognize when we function and perceive from a
limited mental perspective and when we expand into the zone of a unified
consciousness. Facing a tremendous loss, making a life altering decision, walking
through a challenging experience or refilling your gas tank at the station, can be
a very different experience whether you handle it with a rational mind or an
expanded unconditionally loving consciousness.
And if you are, like me, after decades of meditation, countless self development
workshops and learned technics, inner work galore, life times of emotional
releases, activations of all sorts, tons of heart openings, OMG moments by the
bucket, zillions of consciousness shifts and enlightened awakenings in other
worlds... Yes, after all those, are you still wondering sometimes at the groceries
or while brushing your teeth, what is it all about!? Is it all a dream, a fiction, the
product of foolish imaginations!?
It's been helpful at times to remind my dismissive, doubting mind, that seeing my
world with a different position of consciousness is enough to remember I'm in a
different place in myself.
It is my prayer and my gift that an attempt at this “Soul map” may shade some
contours to the landscape of our redefined reality and may therefore make it
easier to enter and navigate. I call it a Soul map because even though we still use
mentalized definitions to open a door in perceptions, we are using a lighter more
refined, inlightened mentality to access this expanded dimensionality. We open a
doorway to the fullness of our integral Soulful Beingness...

Welcome to your Multi-Dimensional,
heart-filled,
body-held,

soul-self...
… the full expression of who we truly are.

The Dualistic Consciousness
Before we go into defining what an experience of Unified Consciousness might be,
I feel it is important we define what are the parameters of the dualistic
mentalized consciousness we have lived in and are still living in for a good part.
This consciousness programming has defined and elaborated itself over the last
several thousands years of human history on this planet and probably not only by
natural evolution. But that's another subject. This programming, considered as
being the Apex of men's evolution, is now culminating into what may well look
like the decadence of abusing its own finite eco-system into an auto-destructive
pattern beyond a point of non-return without the capacity to self-correct
meaningfully the course of its own annihilation. A sort of cancerous state of
overgrowth endangering the whole system.

The Parameters of our 3D consciousness mold
Analytic, rational, logical mind
A mental functioning that is therefore compartmentalizing everything it
apprehends into separate parts that it strives to comprehend for and by itself in
order to grasp the functioning of a whole that is understood based of the sum of
its parts. This analytical functioning is known to utilize only 10% of our brain
capacity and can never fully grasp a whole intrinsic Truth...

Polarized judgement
This engenders a problem/solution approach where anything that our perception
is taking hold of in its gaze is compared to a known past experience. It is judged
as being good or bad, more than, less than what it ought to be. A solution will be
sought after, thought out, that will correct this state of affair to what is deemed
more ideal. In this process, abstractions are created that lead to more imbalances

that eventually need more corrections and so on.
This mode of approaching our world is so ubiquitous that we can hardly conceive
that they might be any other way to act.
We have 2 main drawers inside our head into either of which we catalogue
everything that crosses our horizon: The GOOD stuff drawer and the BAD stuff
drawer.
In the process of judging something or some behavior to be bad, we also
condemn it in ourselves. Now this pattern is being repressed and, as with
everything repressed, it goes hiding in deeper layers of the subconscious from
where it springs out with a wild, mad, sometimes violent expression, anytime that
this energy pattern is being triggered by a corresponding event. This is known a
the Shadow Self.
As a society and individual we are still dismayed by the apparently illogical
behaviors and consequences of our judging addiction.

Fear based behavior
Our existence in this compartmentalizing perception fosters an underlying fear.
The feeling of being separated from everything around us, separated within
ourselves, alone and defenseless is a fear generating experience in which we
apprehend being invaded, subjected, controlled by what is around us. This
anxious state of being taints all our actions and reactions. Fear being a low
frequency, contagious emotion, we find ourselves constantly swimming in an
ocean of worrying apprehensions to every perceptual stimuli and we react from
this underlying emotional resonance. Anything therefore created from a
separation consciousness is bound to bring strife.

Dualistic perception
In order for us to know something we need to compare it to its opposite. We can
only evaluate the quality of, for example, Peace by comparing it to what we know
of strife, crisis or struggle. We can perceive the quality of light in juxtaposition to
darkness, Love to hatred, Life to death, and so on.
Our mental perception has virtually no ability to know something for itself. It

takes a spiritual transcendent experience to have a direct knowing of another
state of consciousness. A transcendence of our mentalized perception. It then
cannot be adequately translated into words that can transmit the essence of the
experience.
This is one of the reason for which, when immersed in a dualistic consciousness,
we constantly seek extreme, intense experiences. Whether they are pleasurable
or painful is less of an issue than the degree of stimulus they might generate in
our perception. The reason for that pattern is that in a 3D, karmicly bound
consciousness, the way to expand reality is by living more and more intense
experiences.

Linear time
In a perceptual experience where everything is separated, a present moment
experience seems to pass into the memory of itself. A timeline is created. There
seems to be a potential future that is not yet and a past that is no longer. An
immutably unchangeable past bound to remain as it has been experienced for
eternity. In this experience and without the capacity to change the past, we are
bound to repeat what we know and have experienced by a subconscious
expectation of a similar future. A time-loop. We are stuck into an eternally
repeating story of identical outcomes even if the actors, costumes and decors
change over time. And the present is an ever ephemeral experience that can
never be really grasped.

Fixed laws of matter
Our entire Universe can conveniently be framed into fixed and rigid laws that
define it further. Magical, esoteric, and subjective deviation from the law is less
and less likely, dismissed as impossible by our scientific minds that can prove
something is true based on its ability to replicate an outcome in a particular time/
space framework.

The blame game
Everything we experience becomes an unconscious projection of this limited,
separated experience of ourselves onto our environment. It is like a self fulfilling
prophecy. A perception of ourselves “out there” is constantly reflected back to us
and all we do is judge it in others. We all diligently hold this mirror for each other.

This is the reality we so easily take for granted. We believe everyone around
shares the same one. We disempower ourselves totally by casting blames on
everything that we judge “bad” and distance ourselves further from the
responsibility we might have in that perception. We become utter victims of our
circumstances and are completely powerless to change anything within or around
us.
The only last possibility of control remaining over this experience is by the use of
force and coercion. A maddening experience where all turn eventually violent to
some extend and finally become completely insane and sick.
We become a society of victims and aggressors, everyone playing alternatively
each role depending on the situations that we encounter.
**************
These non-exhaustive, above mentioned parameters are an attempt at defining
the Human Consciousness Programming or the Operating System of our individual
modern man and woman, and all self organized, self conscious organisms like
companies, government, organizations, systems like our political or socioeconomic system. The very components of the civilization that is now looking
upon its own dismissal.
It becomes clear to me that any approach we might undertake to correct or try to
change the circumstances of our seemingly downward spiraling path, if it is
rooted in the same consciousness programming that is creating the problem in
the first place, it is very simply bound to plain failure. Just more of the same...
By contrast I believe that by upgrading our Operating System to a Unified
Consciousness programming the whole gestalt of our civilization's conundrum
would effortlessly morph itself into a different equilibrium that would be Life
enhancing and Joy promoting for a luscious experience of unconditional Love and
sacred respect for all life forms.
I personally so trust this possibility that I believe I'm witnessing the careful
dismissal of old believe systems, obsolete parts and pieces of consciousness in
myself; as well as those elements, people, organizations unable to morph
themselves into a unified field consciousness. Simultaneously I'm watching the
rise and expansion of what is able to undergo the integration of this
transmutation. This transition is however not always pretty to experience. Any

angel and romance idea around this rise of frequency in our consciousness isn't
necessarily grounded in a brick and mortar, physical experience.
The promise of the age old prophecies as been that this would be the time where
a radical shift in consciousness would take place. The energy frequency of this
period is supporting a massive shift of unprecedented magnitude. You and I
hardly remember but we probably took a conscious Soul level decision to be here
at this time. What does it mean? Are you in for the change of the times? Do you
remember you knew you wanted to participate, you didn't want to miss the big
show of an era?
The beauty of all this is that nothing really needs to be done. The planetary
energies, astrological alignments, galactic frequencies are now fully supporting a
consciousness shift. This is exactly what the prophecies are about and all that is
left is to open our limited thinking to a much wider perceptual experience, allow it
to happen within us. We can be the conscious witnesses of our own species'
evolution and in so doing bring the focused energy of our awareness to the
process of our own transmutation.
Like the amphibians that learned to breathe gaseous air by developing lungs
millions of years ago, we can learn to breathe a new consciousness code and
develop new bodies capable of unimagined possibilities.
We can be like those larvaes eons ago, that probably fretted, dying in the sun,
and try to fix and hold our known world, utterly dismayed in our mental maze or,
we could sink deeper letting a wider consciousness undergo its transmutation and
learn to recognize within our self what kind of evolution is taking place. By so
doing we could well become the conscious agents of our own changing reality.
Let us now look at what might constitute a Unified Field Consciousness...

The Unified Consciousness

Introduction
Even though we incarnate from a unlimited state of expanded beingness into a
limited, time and space bound, constricting body experience; we are not
separated from our source or everything around us. Most Heart based, spiritual
philosophies teach us this or something of a similar kind.
Babies still keep that beatific experience of bliss filled connection to the All-that-Is
for a while after birth. We then have our little bodies growing and getting slowly,
more and more impacted by a challenging experience of limitations, constrictions
within a physical body and an increasing difficulty to connect to the source of Allthat-Is and everything around us as our minds develop and get impacted by the
prevalent mode of limited behavior. Even as small children if we still had
paranormal experiences of extra-sensory connections with subtle energies or
disembodied entities, our parents and teachers, the world around us, usually
quickly dismissed them and reprimanded or made fun of us for telling about such
things or believing these stories.
This doesn't mean that we are actually disconnected from everything around and
within us, separated into a skin bag, alone and little, powerless. But the general
socio-religio-scientific consensus certainly seem to strongly defend this
conception, and we have been carefully groomed to behave in ways that conforms
to this general agreement.
So with all this over imposed, acquired way of being from very early on in life,
how do we open to another way of perceiving our realities on the basis of Unity?
How can we get a chance to redefine our way of being and relate to the world we
live in from the stand point of a Unified Consciousness?

The Oneness Plunge...
The experience of Unity: accepting everything as a reflection of self
The main, very first major step to take in consideration when we contemplate
embracing a Unified field Consciousness, is that we can start to include
everything we experience as being ourselves. Whether it seems to be coming
from within or outside ourselves, everything in our field of awareness is only a
reflection of our ability to perceive it.
That perception is our very own. If we are unable to perceive a particular thing it

just doesn't exist in our awareness. Therefore our personal reality is defined by
our very own and unique ability to perceive certain things and make abstraction,
consciously or unconsciously, of certain other things.

Shifting perception: My reality is the only world I ever know
This is exemplified by the fact that if 10 people look at the very same thing, like
let say a tree, each one of them will have a different experience of that tree
depending on what calls their attention, their mood, believes, thought patterns,
etc. They will each relate to that experience in a very different and unique way.
Their own.
This means we can start considering that even though we seem to be looking at
the same world, we each have a very different experience of it and a very
different way to relate to it. Each person will be attracted to observe a different
attribute of that world and specific, personal feelings, emotions and meanings will
spring in each one's awareness.
We each one color our reality color book in a different way and then we wonder
why we don't understand each other.

I experience my own unique reality based on what I project on it
We can now start to consider that the world we see and experience is therefore
more a reflection of who we actually are than an objective reality that is
experienced “out there” similarly by all even if there is a common, collective area
of agreed upon perceptions.
This way of perceiving our reality brings with it a tremendous responsibility as we
become fully in charge of the quality of our own experience. We are now able to
start relating to a Unified field of consciousness as everything that shows up in
our awareness is bound together by a continuum of projected consciousness. That
of our own.

Empowerment: Sovereign master of my experience
In this awareness, I become the sovereign master of my own experience rather
than the victim of my circumstances. This is a subtle yet paramount difference in
my Life experience. This very shift of perspective forms the bed rock of a shift in
awareness from a separated, objective, fearful and disempowered state of being,
to a sovereign, subjective, joyful, loving, all inclusive, whole and complete Being.

The separation of what is “outside” compared to what is referred to as “inside”
ourselves collapses.
The “other” becomes nothing more than an experience of my self perceived in the
reflection of a different person.
The world I see is but a confirmation of my conceptual make-up.
Events in my life become a mirror of my own believes and judgements.
I enter an infinite expansion of consciousness, accepting collective, planetary and
galactic events and behaviors as part of who I am. There is nothing I can perceive
that I'm not or, I AM everything I can perceive...

Mind your own world: The handle to changes
In such a consciousness field the labeling mind who was thus far busy
compartmentalizing everything in order to understand logically his world by
comparison, evaluation, deduction, calculations, etc. is now aware that he does
nothing more than observe its own projections and believe systems. His tendency
to judge and blame something outside itself for which he can do nothing about
but cuss, fuss, complain and reject or avoid, is now turned into a wide
compassionate embrace of its own mindful state of perception.
Every judgement and reaction I'm able to catch is taken as a reflection of my own
believes and state of mind. Rather than distance myself from what I observe,
seek confirmation of how different I am, better than that which I am NOT; I can
embrace, accept and see deeper into what is ALSO me. I can inquire into the root
source of this energy and expand my consciousness into a constantly widening
horizon of unlimited compassion.
If I recognize a recurring pattern of experience in my Life, I can now launch a self
inquiry about the perceptions and believes in myself that support and create it
rather than hope that things will magically turn differently even though I keep
thinking and believing the same consciousness patterns. Like hoping you might
loose weight, stop smoking or win the lottery, without finding why overweight,
smoking or lack serves your present experience.

Freedom of experience
In this all inclusive, acceptance of all I observe as myself, slowly an underlying
anxiety, the pervasive fear of being controlled and subjected by outside events or

forces diminishes. For every new behavioral pattern that I can consciously
recognize, accept, integrate and love as myself, a corresponding freeing energy
rushes in and liberates me from a behavior that has up till then limited the
expression of my Being from its full, Soul filled radiance. I step into a Karma free
existence...
The corresponding freedom and fullness of Being engenders a radiance of energy
from the depth and width of its unconditionally loving heart. This energy nurtures
and blesses everyone and everything that comes in contact with it. Anyone ever
so slightly psychically open who has come in contact with enlightened masters
and realized souls know of that feeling and energy.

Utter responsibility: Recovering regenerative creation
In taking full responsibility for my feelings and reaction lies the keys to my
liberation. I can now offer to my spiritual guides, angelic entities, the
compassionate heart, the Divine, the Universe, whatever I believe in as a higher
power, or the simple conscious witness of my unconditionally loving heart; that
which I recognize obsolete and inadequate to my highest good and potential; and
request, pray, uphold forgiveness for its transmutation into a new state of Life
nurturing balance.
I become a loving master, a universal transmutation station from fear to Love. My
existence moves between a Love and Gratitude state in moments of beauty-filled
perception to a loving self-forgiveness in moments of challenging perceptions.

The Law of attraction: I become more of what I already am
In this new perceptual experience, my being vibrates at a different energetic
frequency and will therefore enter in resonance with new elements, situations,
people, create new circumstances and events.
This is the law of attraction. In a Universe where everything is energy and
vibration, where each particle of matter has its own corresponding energy
signature or particular, specific frequency, my individual resonance is the energy
signature that attracts and brings into my awareness that which I resonate with.
That energetic frequency which my being vibrates at is the vibration that creates
my newly expanded world and reality.
In the unifying field consciousness of my being, I cannot miss my life, it always
brings to me exactly what I am and what I most need to recognize to become my
next expanded, unified self. No matter how chaotic it may look or feel like, I no
longer judge or categorize my experience from a limited, logical and dualistic

perception. There is an underlying harmony coming from a unifying acceptance of
what IS in each moment. I'm not fighting or running away from anything, just
Being in each moment embracing what is into its next highest potential.

The power of silent witness: Everything that I resist persists
Our mental approaches to change things by external means of persuasion,
coercion, imposition or subjection ultimately only increases resistance and
reactions. In the powerful witness of an awaken soul, what is recognized obsolete
is embraced with gratitude for the contribution it has offered thus far, but the
energy is directed towards condensing, designing and crafting a new, more
adequate creation of Love, Joy and playful wisdom.

The expanded intelligence: Living in an interactive conscious environment
Everything is in constant synergetic communication. My field awareness informs
the universal environment of its energetic frequency and by resonance receives
what is most in resonance with it to find its next most desirable equilibrium.
This is an attribute of our evolving Universe. It has an inherent benevolence that
informs its own state of being towards its next highest potential evolving
momentum. A living organism goes through expansions and contractions towards
a constantly renewed state of equilibrium in various smaller and larger cycles.
All that is left to do is simply ask in order to receive. By being aware of the
environmental intelligence, that omnipresence of a universal intelligence in every
wave and particle of matter and anti-matter in this Universe, I am receiving
exactly what is most beneficial to my whole self evolution. I, as an awaken self
conscious entity, do nothing more than inform the environmental intelligence of
what my experience would ideally feel like, look like, as accurately as possible,
and open to receive the corresponding resonant response.
This takes the concept of intelligence out of my physical brain into a
multidimensional cosmic “brain” that my consciousness expands and contracts
from based on the necessity of the moment.
As I now am this expanded, unlimited consciousness, I become a conscious
transmutational station for the whole unified field awareness. I AM THAT I AM...

Intuitive knowing: knowing without necessarily understanding
In the above mentioned type of Unified field intelligence the conceptual
understanding of a particular process is less important than the knowing of its
existence and the knowledge of its activation.
A child doesn't need to understand grammar to speak a language. Nobody needs
to understand software coding to use a computer.
Many energy healers, clairvoyants, channelers, psychics and mediums accomplish
extraordinary facts that science cannot explain, and that they do not necessarily
understand either. The results of their gifts doesn't become less valid. It can only
be discounted and devalued by critics who require replicable and measurable
proofs.
This is why many people are starting to live in an expanded, unified
consciousness without necessarily understanding that they do.

From Polarity to Paradox: From judgment to discernment
Taking strongly opinionated positions from lasagna brands to car specifications,
without speaking of politics, sports or sex...; defending and arguing that one
thing is true while another is false is the experience of living in a limited,
analytical consciousness.
Paradox, the simultaneous existence of apparently contradictory potentials, the
possibility that both this and that can both be true, that something might only be
true in this moment and might turn false the next, that there is no such a thing
as an established, agreed upon “Truth”. This is the excruciating fun of living in a
unified field awareness.
Like the wave and particle behaviors of quantum physics, both a limited,
polarized, egocentric experience can be embraced alongside an unlimited,
paradoxical, unified field awareness.
This brings a subtle change from constantly judging good from bad, to an all
accepting discernment from what is less beneficial to what is more beneficial to a
particular outcome or moment. From a finite decision to be enforced from now
on, to a flow of self-evident constantly updated and evolving information that is
automatically integrated and upgraded.

Masculine/Feminine, Yin/Yang, light/darkness: A redefining relationship
In the last era, the masculine, assertive, competitive, rational, hierarchical
structure of divide and conquer approach has been the prevalent energy imprint
on the planet. Often enough at the expense, if not plain abuse and horrendous
subjection of the feminine, collaborative, intuitive and nurturing qualities.
This (im)balance of power is changing fast and drastically. Women all over the
world are reclaiming their sovereign power of autonomous existence and
simultaneously men are recovering their heart. The ability to feel and sense from
the depth of one's heart and soul, beyond a thinking mind, is being offered back
to the masculine. Men are coming back to the place of a powerful witness from
which they support and protect the feminine force of creation to nurture, enhance
and sustain life till it needs to be transmuted.
We have very little understanding and even less experience of what a social,
communal life under this new equilibrium of the polarities can look and feel like.
It is also inaccurate to make the distinction on the basis of men and women.
Many women act and behave with masculine attributes and vice versa. I prefer to
refer to the polarities in terms of qualities as this re-equilibrium is happening as
much inside each one of us as between genders, and will have an impact on
many more aspects of our reality than just men/woman relationship.
For instance our relationship to light and darkness, which has been extensively
polarized by religions, is being reintegrated into a holistic, mutually understanding
and supporting paradigm.
The veils that were keeping the polarities strongly divided in antagonism to each
other are now dropping, leading to a zero point, neutral zone of unthought of
potential. It doesn't mean that polarities will cease to exist, but their existence
will not be felt like such implacable imposition. It will be a matter of choice to
create from the tension of polarities or the quantum flux of neutrality.

Relationships goes to shift: a constant morphing of the relation
In this state of being nothing can remain static without dying, and dying being
nothing more than a change from one state of manifestation to another, nothing
ever stays static. The limited ego-mind need for a steady, predictable, secure and
dependable relationship can therefore only be embraced at a level where constant
mutation is the predictable, dependable fact, and where safety is anchored in a
faith, a knowing, that unconditional love and acceptance is the basis of the
relationship.

Evolution is the only constant in the new relationships.

Vertical time: Here and Now - Eternally
That's a big nice one. Time is nothing but a convention. An agreed upon system
of measure that we all use to evaluate and determine distances between events
or points in universal space. A convenient data for the calculation of equations, a
very efficient method of communication, but a convention none the less.
What makes it a big one is that it is so universally accepted as a reference that it
has become utterly ubiquitous in almost every aspect of our earthly existence and
deeply ingrained in our subconscious.
Time creates a relationship to a potential future that is not yet but can be
foreseen, expected, anticipated by a mental process of projecting a past memory
that is perceived to be similar to what might happen.
The past is listed, categorized and remembered as an immutable, unchangeable
string of events that are most likely to repeat, thus creating a sort of time loop, a
groundhog sort of conundrum.
In a Unified field awareness times becomes vertical. It is no longer a linear
progression but an eternal now-moment. Past and future are collapsed into an
ever present that always contains everything. In a consciousness that doesn't
project what could be our lives from a past that has been, everything happens
only in the now moment. Even a so called memory recall happens now when we
take it out of the perception that it has happened and is therefore finished.
This is a powerful shift in perspective that allows to “change the past”. When I
recall a particular event, and I am fully present to it, all the energetic imprint,
emotional charge, feelings and thoughts of that event are relived in the present
moment. By applying psychic therapy processes to that relived event we can alter
its emotional outcome and rewrite a particular trauma or experience to a different
energetic imprint. This alteration or resetting happens in the now-moment and
therefore changes also the past and future.
This realization is a powerful catalyst to come out of linear time perception and
allows a multidimensionality of experience in an ever present now-moment. All
can always be experienced depending on which point of focus I allow the cursor of
my attention to be placed and I'm no more subjected to an immutable painful
memory that keeps on resurfacing constantly even years after...
I can change my experience at will.

Immediate experience of Spirit, God, the Sacred sense of Beauty,
Truth, Divine Self, the Ineffable presence
In an ego mind consciousness it is usually through dogmatic, religious concept
that a sense of what God might be is sought. When the ego mind opens to
spiritual experience, it contemplates the existence of disincarnate angelic
energies and holy entities, it conceptualizes a sense of the sacred and enters into
communication with Divinity. It opens to a sense of “beyond”, from an inner
perception of transcendence as an experience.
In a Unified consciousness there is a constant perception that every particle/wave
of space/time continuum is imbued with the ineffable omnipresence of divinity. I
am that which is sacred and profane, I am the eyes, ears, voice of God/dess, I
am the beginning and the end, the inner and outer, the heart of the loving master
as well as a mortal man, whole and complete. I am All that there is in a close and
intimate contemplation of the nameless Mother/Father God-mystery that IS.
My relation to that mystery is my own personal and unique relationship creation.
There is as many God as people perceiving IT.

Experience of fulfillment: Joy, Passion and Abundance
In an experience of oneness, unity of self and soul, an experience of fulfillment
naturally develops. It isn't a steady, static, immutable sort of ecstatic fulfillment;
more like a fullness of being that can be perceived throughout any sort of
emotional state, behind all sort of pleasurable or painful experiences. An
equanimity of ocean like massiveness in the mist of the worth chaotic, stormy,
moments. The feelings and emotions can be quite intense and/or varied, in fact
way more than in a scared limited consciousness. At the same time a deep sense
of calm and compassionate acceptance is embracing the chaos and challenges of
the crisis. It only takes a moment of awareness to dive back into this infinity.
The awareness grows that everything I experience, no matter how challenging or
painful, is bringing me closer to an All-embracing, non-judgmental,
unconditionally loving experience of my expanding self.

The quality of playfulness: a safe and secure environment
Children do not play when they do not feel secure and loved. In the safe,
inclusive field of oneness, a quality of childlike playfulness returns. Not a
competitive, challenging, tension creating sort of play where there is a winner and

a looser; but a play based on the emulation of the greatest amount of joy and
delight that can possibly be created. A play were the pleasure shared is the score
keeper and where the invitation to have fun in a life honoring manner is the rule
and the ultimate aim.

Self nurturing Primary motivation: Seeking the highest potential of
Unity/unconditional Love
Through all these parameters of a unified Consciousness, which are by no means
exhaustive, the main underlying factor is Love. The unconditional loving of an
integrative intelligence. Through every and any situation encountered by a unified
consciousness the intelligence that is at play is a loving, honoring and
appreciative understanding. Since Truth is less a fact than the story we make out
of this fact, what a unified loving intelligence is most focused on, is the crafting of
the best story for the highest potential towards an harmonious, respectful,
balanced, all inclusive, safe and joyous, life enhancing outcome.

The laws of matter: quantum field potential
Like the wave and particle measurement that changes depending on the nature of
the observation that is applied to the quantum field in physics, the laws of the
materiel reality are not ineluctably bound to a particular outcome. Matter behaves
the way it does because an habitual, subconsciously agreed upon morphogenetic
field is keeping it in its usual mode. An infinite number of potential outcomes can
however open when the expectation spectrum widens. The strength and quality of
the psychic desire from the observer in a now-moment situation, invites energy
and therefore matter to behave differently than it would normally do left on its
own.
This can be seen when scientist apply different attributes and forces to a
particular atomic combination and forces it to become a new material with
unprecedented properties.
http://news.stanford.edu/news/2012/june/lev-new-matter-060512.html
It can also be observed when people with psychic abilities get a particular
situation to behave differently then would be expected. Experiences of
psychokinesis, teleportation, dematerialization, levitation, and all these sort of
phenomenas, whether in a paranormal/psychic arena or like above in scientific
research, offer evidence that matter isn't always necessarily behaving in the way
we think it should.
In the new paradigm of relationship, matter will however most ready respond to
Love. The loving invitation of a Soul-full Heart to behave in a Life radiant manner
and in a regenerative mode.

We ain't seen nothing yet to what matter can become when playing with a Loving
intelligence.

Death: No longer an inevitability, just an option
In a relationship where matter responds consciously to Unconditional Love, death
is no longer inevitable. The transmutation process of evolution doesn't necessarily
have to pass through death when matter becomes sufficiently conscious of the
love that invites it to evolve.
A bio-physical body responds to all sorts of energies and to loving energies much
better than to drugs, radiations and surgery.
Death can still be chosen as a possibility, but joyous lifetime expectancy can
wildly expand.
A being that integrates cellular awareness with an intimate relationship to the
Heart of its Soul has virtually no limits to what it can do and become. Not only
can it be a tremendous energy generator, but zapping in and out of dimensions,
teleporting, levitating, dematerializing and basically be the master of its form and
expression in an infinite sort of possibilities is its common reality...
***************
Here is where it goes with the first draft attempt at defining the undefinable,
morphing state of a Unified Consciousness.
So much for the integrative stroke of genius on the new operating system, the
consciousness codes of our next Divine human.
The intention is to expand into a book that will include specific approaches and
understandings of particular aspects of a Unified Consciousness to allow an easier
integration of its movements and states into our daily experience.
Till then, wishing you to be in the highest luminosity of your most delicious
Soulself...

♡livier Mereveille

